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Step 1: Moisturizer
Applying make-up is an art. Smooth, supple skin is your best natural. To achieve this, you need moisturizer. Wash your face and then apply liberally giving your skin a few minutes to absorb the lotion of your choice.

Step 2: Primer
Primer helps prepare your skin for concealer and foundation, ensuring they go on better and smoother. It also conceals any flaws and minimizes pores visibly. Apply on your face and neck.

Step 3: Concealer
Use concealer to cover any blemishes on your skin. Dab it centrally over problem areas and then blend with your fingers. Choose a concealer that is slightly lighter than your skin color.

Step 4: Foundation
Select a foundation that matches your natural skin tone. Apply it to your cheeks, forehead, and then blend it even on your entire face. Keep it even to ensure a natural, flawless finish.

Step 5: Highlighter and Bronzer
Highlighter and bronzer make your face look more sculpted and defined. Highlighter should be lighter than your natural skin tone, while bronzer should be a little darker. Apply the bronzer along your cheeks and then highlight around your temples. Blend and apply lightly to keep a natural finish.

Step 6: Blush
Add blush to give your face a pleasant pink tone. Apply the blush to the apples of your cheeks for smiling, and then diffuse it all the way back to your hairline.

Step 7: Eyebrow Pencil
Beautiful brows are an essential. Use a soft pencil and comb through your brows, adding more color slightly darker than your hair.

Step 8: Shadow, Liner & Mascara
Give depth and definition to your eyes with shadow. Use three shades of eye shadow: an off-white color under your eyebrows and the outer corner of your lid. Blend them to avoid any harsh lines. Line your eyes to look at your eyes and give them a bit, healthy look.

Step 9: Lipstick, Liner & Gloss
Lipstick is one of the most flexible parts of your face. It can mix and match any tone of your face. Wear lipstick that suits your skin tone. Apply it with a brush or a lip pencil.

Step 10: Evening Glamour
Fix your eye shadow, add lipstick, and then apply a light coat of blush. Apply gloss to your lips, and then add a light coat of lipstick. Smokey eyes with a bit of gold on your lids are always a good idea.
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